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Fishermans‘ Carpets from 
Freest in a new design
The sole creation of innovative products is exceeded
when innovation is based on tradition, as cultural
heritage is the driver for identi� cation and inspiration.

creative workshop
organized by the lead partner of the Baltic Fashion EU Project, 
Kaiserbäder Heringsdorf/Usedom, in collaboration with the 
University of Technology, Business, and Design in Wismar.

15th – 19th April 2013, College Wismar, Foyer building no. 7a 
of the faculty for Design on the campus
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Topic:

The ambition of this workshop is to combine tradition with innovation as a cultural identity in Mecklenburg-Pomerania. 
The participants will will work on the conceptual development of new products for the textile and fashion industry. 
They draw, draft models and prestages for innovations while taking textile technologies like weaving, knitting and printing into 
account. The base for these drafts is the varied spectrum of baltic symbols, characters and colors of the � shermen`s carpets from 
Freest. 

A declared aim of this workshop is the interactive work and exchange between di� erent design styles. To develop new, innovative 
textile products, that can be implemented for the open market, is the ambition of this workshop. The � nal results of the workshop 
will be shown in a special exhibition during the Baltic Fashion Week from the 1st to the 5th May 2013 on Usedom as well as in other 
exhibitions in Riga, Helsinki and all over the baltic region.

Attendees:

Graduates from the design sections fashion, textile, product, communications and jewelery
(till 10 attendees). Attendees will receive a lump-sum payment for expenses.

Organisation:

Andrej Subarew, Art Director Usedom Baltic Fashion / representative of the lead partner BFEU project
Prof. Hanka Polkehn, Deacon faculty Design, College Wismar
Nicole Acksteiner, lead partner BFEU project

Accommodation:

Hostel Boardinghouse Wismar, www.wohnen-mybed.eu
Youth hostel Wismar, www.wismar.jugendherberge-mv.de
Filmhostel Filmbüro MV, www.� lmbüro-mv.de
You have to provide for your own accomodation, although we can support you with tips. 

Contact:

Andrej Subarew - as@subarew.com
Hanka Polkehn - hanka.polkehn@hs-wismar.de
Nicole Acksteiner - nicole.de@balticfashion.eu

The idea - Creative Workshop of Tradition to transform in Innovation
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Day 1 - 15.4.2013
10 a.m. – ca. 6 p.m. 
College Wismar, Campus Foyer building no. 7a
Field trip to Usedom to visit exhibitions on the � shermen`s carpets from Freest
City museum Wolgast (http://www.museum.wolgast.de)
Old Manor / Kulturhof Mölschow (http://www.usedom-aktiv.de)
Visiting the exhibitions, meeting with the curators and former knotters
Return to Wismar

Day 2 – 16.4.2013
10 a.m. – 4 p.m. 
College Wismar, Campus Foyer building no. 7a
start of the draft phase, drawing, constructing etc.

Day 3 – 17.4.2013
10 a.m. – 4 p.m. 
Team meeting to discuss the � rst drafts
Exchange between the di� erent design groups concerning the � rst drafts
Filed trip to the company Visiotex GmbH at the TGZ in Wismar (optional) 
(http://www.visiotex.de/)
Presentation of innovative textile techniques, for example Wovenit

Day 4 - 18.4.2013
10 a.m. – 4 p.m. 
Establishing the drafts, � rst product presentations, � nal drafts
Preparation of the � nal presentation

Day 5 – 19.4.2013
10-11 a.m. 
Preparation of the results for exhibition
11 a.m.: Opening of the � nal presentation with the lead partner of the EU project BF Usedom, representatives of the College Wismar 
and the team from Baltic Fashion Germany
12 a.m.: End of the workshop

The participants need:
Open mind and creativity
Paper, drawing materials, colors
Scissors, maybe nettle fabric,
Computer
Camera

Lunch will be provided.

Timetable - Creative Workshop in a week
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Inspiration
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The whole northern baltic region knows knotted carpets since the bronce age, named “rya”. The word rya stems from the ancient 
nordic tongue and can be translated as rough, shaggy. It characterizes the furry, � eecy impression of the carpets, that originates in 
the shorn knots and knobs.

The oldest Rya was mentioned in Finland in 1495, where these carpets were used as blankets for sleds, boats and carriages, but 
most often as dowry for the bride. The � nnish ryes were not only made for the rural use but also for the manors and castles of the 
nobility. During the age of Gustav Vasa they were ordered for the swedish court multiple times, especially for their brilliant colors 
and strong visual identity.

In Sweden as well the Rya was used for dowry and carriage and boat equipment. It is in use since the 14th century, but was more 
common with the common folk like peasants and � shermen then the nobility. Later carpet types developing at the end of the 18th 
century concentrate on simpler patterns like stars, rhombs and trees in wide frames. They were used with the furry side on the � oor 
as a replacement for animal furs or had both sides bloomed.

In Norway, the creativity concerning the patterns trumped the basic knotting. The ryes are close to the � nnish and swedish ones in 
matters of use and production, but di� er in the aspects of color and patterning. The knotting was at the beginnig of this far more 
widespread then in the other countries.

In Iceland, knotted fabric was used as braid for belts, pillows and underskirts.
In the balticum, sleeping blankets were known as well. Similar to the scandinavian blankets, they were a a basic blanket with sewn 
on fringe strips, known as “kotz” in Germany.

Denmark knows the ryes as wool blankets since the medieval age, thogh they went out of favour in the 18th century. 
In Germany, especially in Western Pomerania, the knob technique was developed in the 13th century next to the knot technique, 
meaning a fabric patterned with connected or cut knobs. Using a sailmakers needle, brittle, colored sail pieces were sewn to hawser 
ends to create a bloom.

During the 16th century, the tapestry style made a major appearance and the new Gobelins, imitating baroque paintings in the 
pomeranian castles, replaced the knotted style...

Fishermen carpets in the baltic region
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The idea to produce carpets at the pomeranian baltic coast was born out of poverty in the truest sense of the word. As the � shing 
grounds of the baltic sea were overdrawn, the provincial government for Pomerania issued a � shing prohibition decree. To ease the 
hardship of the � shermen, the district administrator Kogge from Greifswald searched for a potential sideline. At the suggestion of 
the local merchant Grygiel he decided to put the knotting skills of the � shermen, trained from the net repairs of their original trade, 
to good use. As a trained specialist, the austrian artisan R. Stundl was  hired in 1928 to develop a local carpet making tradition on 
the baltic coast. In 1929 already, the district administrator was honored with a carpet by the grateful � shermen. Until the 30ies, 
even after the � shing prohibition decree was lifted, whole families in Lubmin, and later in Freest and Spandowerhagen as well as on 
the isle of Usedom spent time with the production of carpets. 

In the fall, the knotting loom was set up and until christmas a new carpet had to be made. A normal knotter family could produce 
about three to four rugs a year and need about 220 man hours for that. The price for one of these � shermen carpets was about 130 
RM, which left the � shermen with a salary of about 55 RM. The average costs for groceries went at 143 RM. The carpets were sold in 
special shops in Greifswald and Berlin.

With the rise to power of the Nationalsocialist Party there were many attempts to in� uence the carpets` design. Major Nazi celebri-
ties like the Reichsjägermeister Göring displayed products from the � shermens` work. In 1939, R. Stundl left the knotters company 
after disagreements and went to Hamburg. One year later, he was taken into custody. Thanks to war-based restrictions, the carpet 
production ended in 1943.

After the end of  WWII, R. Stundl started to revive the project born in 1928. The � rst new carpet was a sacral carpet for the church in 
Kröslin. The GDR supported Stundls work as proof of the artistic creativity of the working class. In 1953, the PGH „Volkskunst an der 
Ostsee“ was founded, lead by R. Stundl until 1973. After several management changes the PGH went bakcrupt in1992. Today, only a 
few knotters in Lubmin and Freest as well as the demonstration workshops at the Old Manor in Mölschow keep this tradition alive.

How „the Persian“ came to Pomerania – History of the carpets from Freest
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The austrian artisan and Tapisserist (today: designer for textile products) was born in Vienna in 1987 and spent most of his child-
hood and youth in Slovenia and Hungary. There, I came in contact with traditional production of oriental carpets. After graduating 
from the Business College in Budapest, he founded in 1922 a restauration workshop for oriental carpets in the croatian capital 
Zagreb. There, he concentrated on the oriental ornaments established in the Balkan area. His path of life led him to Breslau, Berlin 
and � nally to Greifswald.

In 1928 he answered an advert from the district administrator of the Greifswald district, Mr. Kogge, who looked for a specialist for 
the production of carpets to help with a governmental program to aid impoverished � shermen. With a monthly salary of 204 RM, 
Stundl took this o� er and started looking for � tting patterns and motives. This led him to several museums in nothern Germany 
and Scandinavia. In addition to that, he took inspiration from the local weaving and knotting tradition, like the maritime doormats. 
Invaluable support came from the teacher Leier in Lubmin, who made his pupils search for motives in the local � ora and fauna.

Early during the 1930ies, Stundl took over the management of the Fischer Teppich Heimknüpferei GmbH and started marketing 
the products. This way, he acquired orders for communal buildings like the Hamburg city hall or the savings bank in Stettin and, 
following up on that, wealthy private customers. In 1939 he left the company and was arrested one year later.

After the war had ended, he tried to revive the carpet making tradition at the baltic coast and founded the production collective 
„Volkskunst an der Ostsee“ (Folkart at the Baltic Sea), which he managed until 1972. Support was lend to him by his wife, the 
weaver Frida Pietschmann, whom he had married in 1946. Rudolf Stundl died in 1990. His legacy was taken on by Kurt Feldkampf, 
who further worked on keeping the local knotting tradition alive.

Robert Stundl – father of the � shermens` carpets from Freest
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Rundolf Stundl wanted to create unique cultural assets with their own identity. For that reason, he searched for motives in several 
museums in northern germany and scandinavia. Though, his most important inspiration he took from the everyday life of the 
� shermen, including their surrounding, sometimes harsh northern landscape.

Stundl was supported by the teacher from Lubmin, Mr. Leie, who asked his pupils to study their surroundings to � nd inspiration for 
carpet ornaments. About sixty percent of all motives are claimed to be the pupils work, including the distinctive „beach thistle of 
Lubmin“.

During the development of the carpet production at the western pomeranian coast, three groups of motives became prominent. 
The biggest variety of forms and colors were the so called Sea Motives. They included, aside from waves as framing element, � shs 
and sea birds in varying composition. A special place is reserved for the triple � sh, symbolising the becoming, being and vanishing 
according to germanic tradition.

The forest motives include squirrels, conifers and acorns. They symbolize the fertility of the � ora and fauna and therefore also for the 
hope to achieve wealth.

The � nal group includes historic and religious motives. This includes ther pomeranian gri� on, the swedish kog as well as heart and 
cross motives. In combination with a restraint coloring, inspired by the nordic coast, all this re� ects the connection to the region.
The typical colors of the � shermens carpets is pretty austere and is based on the colors of the western pomeranian coast. The basic 
color of the carptes is warm and earthen to propagate the connection with home. The colors used were matched with their equi-
valents from the real world, as this makes it easier for the knotters to identify with their product, reprensenting a piece of local art. 
This kind of color scheme is absed on the date of its develeopment and is by no means � nal but a traditional consensus. Nowadays 
people experiment with lighter colors like silver and orange, to make di� erent and modern visual e� ects possible. The traditional 
translation of the colors is as follows:

Light blue – sky, dark blue – sea, green – coastal forrests, brown – wooden ships, red (blood of the ox) – sails of the Zeesen-boats, 
grey – rainy skies and cormorants, white – seagulls and swans, ochre – sandy beach, light brown – wild game.

Kog, beach thistle, triple � sh & Co. - Motives of the Freest carpets
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In our modern, cosmopolitical world, where everything seems tob e the same, cultural di� erences, tradition and heritage gain more 
and more meaning. This creativtivity workshop is meant to deliver the impulse to create new products from a local textile tradi-
tion, which products stand for a certain identity and uniqueness inside and outside of this very region. The design considerations 
provide inspiration for products to give the touristic orientated market a new face, products fort he decor business, textile business, 
merchandizing or as fashion accessoires. 

The patterns and color schemes of the � shermens‘ carpets from Freest provide a broad base for desing concerning areas, content 
and form via ornaments or as archetype, thanks to its decorative artistic and principled aspects. 
Attending the creative workshop, 8 designers created di� erent concepts that can be implemented with modern technologies in 
the fashon and textile trade, for example digital and screen printing, Jacquard knitting or weave. They provide a base for design 
concepts in modern fashion and fabric design.

A few prime examples were produced in cooperation with local companies, after the workshop ended. 
 - HP Strickwaren GmbH Mühlhausen 
 - Eicie Digitalsto� druck GmbH Berlin 
 - Kaseee Mode und Siebdruck Apolda 

 The attendees of the workshop and their � nal results are as follows:

Design concept – creating new products from tradtion 
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The source of inspiration is the Freest � shermen’s handicraft song 
New Pomeranian pattern follows Norwegian pattern 
Motif of � sh and waves as � shing nets

Robert Seegler - graphic designer 
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New signs and pattern repeat for textile prints
Creation of new signs from abstraction of the the Freest Carpets

Maria Tonn - graphic designer 
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Abstraction of � sh as source of inspiration and � sh symbols
Theme of design is “Fischfutter” (� sh food) realized through “Futtersto� ” (lining)
Material and colour studies processed in fabric

Katharina Kubiak - fashion designer 
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Inspiration for new patterns from waves, wind rose, and watery grave
Creation of a beach towel
Two-dimensional motif interpreted as three-dimensional jewellery piece

Susanne Tonn - jewellery designer
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Interpretation of the ornaments of the Freest Carpets are mirrored in silhouette and cut
Embossing and knotting create structures in leather
Muted colours with highlights of colour

Katrin Sergejew - fashion designer
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New interpretation of historic ornaments 
Pattern repeat of borders as a pattern for new carpets

Anna Lisa Ringat - custom tailor
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Creation refers to over� shing in the Baltic Sea
Juxtaposition of traditional and new motif
Diverging proportion between � sh and boats as metaphor for over� shing

Holle Schäfer - jewellery designer
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Inspiration from the sea holly
Execution through laser cut, application, and folding
Reinterpretation of the motif in metal for jewellery

Miriam Schumann - jewellery designer
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Impressions
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video

http://www.wismar-tv.de/9764 

MEDIAMARE GmbH
MTCenter/Lübsche Straße 95
23966 Wismar
Tel +493841-79 61 67 - 0
Fax +493841-79 61 67 - 1
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communication

http://www.hs-wismar.de

Hochschule Wismar
University of Applied Sciences
Technology, Business and Design

Philipp-Müller-Straße 14
23966 Wismar
Tel +49 3841 753-0
Fax +49 3841 753-73 83
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literature

links

Kurt Feltkamp & Eckhard Oberdörfer
Freester Fischerteppiche
(german language)
Sardellus Verlag, Greifswald 2011
ISBN 978-3-9813402-2-8 
www.sardellus.de

http://� scherteppich.wordpress.com

http://www.� scherteppiche.de

http://www.uni-greifswald.de/� leadmin/mediapool/5_informieren/Pressestelle/07-3205_Uni_Rede_127_001.pdf
(german language)

sources text and pictures:
Regionalgesellschaft Usedom-Peene mbH Mölschow, Heimatmuseum Wolgast, Wikipedia
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Fishermans‘ Carpets from Freest in a new design
creative workshop
Municipality of Heringsdorf
Eigenbetrieb Kaiserbäder Insel Usedom
Waldstr. 1 ; 17429 Seebad Bansin
Tel.: +49 (0) 38378 / 24420
Fax :+49 (0) 38378 / 24455
www.drei-kaiserbaeder.de

www.balticfashion.eu


